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If the New Museum’s The Generational: Younger Than Jesus were to have a theme song, it would have to be
borrowed from the Monkees. No one familiar with those mock-ominous opening bars and accompanying
lyrics could fail to hum “Here we come…” when confronted by an exhibition dedicated to nothing more than the
presentation of an international array of artists who had to meet only one selection criterion: knowing how to
operate an iPod (that is, being thirty-three years old or younger). The purpose, as the show’s title announces, is
to frame a ‘generation’, and in particular, the one that takes the suffix ‘Y’. As the curators argue, up till now these
kids have been regarded by savvy marketers (often Generation Y members themselves) as nothing more than
a prized consumer demographic. Now, The Generational states, it’s time to see what the kids can do.
Too often such generational thinking involves drawing lines in the sand that divide ‘them’ (warmongers)
from ‘us’ (innocents) – remember the 1960s mantra: ‘Don’t trust anyone over thirty’. Thankfully, then, what one
does not see in The Generational are explicit images of war and strife, even though most of the 50 included
artists only began making art in earnest during the past decade, which, we barely need reminding, has been
marred by terrible acts of war and violence. Some works hint at this violence, of course, but only obliquely.
Stephen G. Rhodes’s sculptural installation Interregnum Repetition Restoration (Upholstered) (2008) subjects
the trappings of the office of the US presidency to a type of emasculating deflation (note the flaccid flagpoles).
Stanca (2006), a 17-second video by Ciprian Muresan (one of the more promising artists in the exhibition)
shows nothing more than a young boy pulling his index finger across his throat. Is the gesture meant for us? Or
does he mean it for another, as if ordering a hit? It is impossible to know.
One could argue that the lack of overt political or activist statements should be credited to the curators,
who likely pruned such adolescent sproutings from their selections. But Younger Than Jesus: Artist Directory,
the listing of 500 artists (compiled by a network of 150 curators, critics and educators) from which the 50
elect were ultimately chosen, reveals that this generation really is interested only in matters mostly local to its
own ethno- and techno-cultural concerns. Between the exhibition and the directory, I’m certain the latter will
prove to be the more enduring public offering, not only because it will become the young artist’s credential,
but also because it distils the larger cross-section of contemporary artists consumed by their own unremitting
contemporaneity.
How then to approach the many artists who forge so many returns – some self-consciously, some not – to
the strategies of previous generations? Tauba Auerbach is certainly one of the better artists working today, but
in the context of The Generational, I feel forced to ask whether her easy melding of Lawrence Weiner, Bridget
Riley and ‘the Pictures Generation’ is taking their lessons in a new direction or simply one more example of the
mashup – currently accepted without reflection as our time’s self-justifying aesthetic ‘move’. The same secondguessing goes for LaToya Ruby Frazier’s photographs of herself and her family, which, though strong, perhaps
do nothing more than recast Nan Goldin through the lens of race and class. Many others artists, such as Kitty
Kraus (minimalist lightboxes), Adriana Lara (discarded banana peel as critical intervention) and Elad Lassry
(Richard Prince-style photographic appropriations) simply confuse quotation and technique for imagination.
Other artists do move in new directions, and here I have to mention Marc Essen, at the age of twentythree one of the youngest artists in the show, and likely the most technically astute: Essen’s contribution to
Younger Than Jesus is a simple videogame, Flywrench (2007), which recalls early favourites such as Asteroids
(1979) and Battlezone (1980). It’s hard to explain the feeling of playing a videogame in a museum, though it’s
much less of an affront than one might suspect. I’m tempted to see it as equivalent to that moment when
Warhol picked up a Super 8 camera and began shooting film, an act which both set Warhol apart from his
contemporaries and opened up new horizons for those who would come later. It’s a simple gesture, but one
with serious repercussions, and so, like Warhol, Essen may belong to generations yet to come.
Jonathan T.D. Neil
The Generational: Younger Than Jesus, 2009
(installation view). Photo: Benoit Pailley.
Courtesy New Museum, New York
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